
1+1 Health and Hospitals Governing Commission of Cook County 
1900 West Polk Street Chicago, Illinois 60612 Telephone 312/ 633 7425 

.March 10, 1976 

Doctor Harry Brandmen 
Galesburg State Research Hospital 
GAlesburg, Illinois 61401 

Dear Harry: 

I met Gilcrist recently on the street and we had quite a 
talk about you. It reminded me that I had not written you 
for some time. Gilcrist said that he did not know you came 
into Presbyterian Hospital for your recent operation. Since 
I last heard from you I had a bout of illness myself; 'out I 
am doing very well at the present time. I ~,,.,, s-'cill with the 
Governing Commission of Cook Ca.\n-1ty Eospital with a very much 
reduced Pr-~vate Practice. I hope that your health is still 
holding up and that everything goes well with you and the 
~a..l!Ct.ily. I am enclosing a brochure of my book "GI Pan-Endoscopy" 
with some quotes taken from quite a number of reviews I have 
seen. 

For some difficult to understand reason I accepted a request 
for pay to write the sequel to this book. The title is: 
"The Clinical Significance of Castro Intestional Endoscopy". 
There will be six monographs of about 8,000 words each which 
will be published separately with a few months in-between, 
I am editor and author of the first monograph which is in press 
and should be out in about four to six weeks. Two other mono
graphs are being edited by the company sponsoring the publications 
and the others should follow soon afterwards. My five colabo
rators are, Schuman of Ford Hospital, Boyce of Walter Reid Hospital, 
Jim Eddy of Long Island, Heinkel of Stuttgart Germany and Oi of 
Women's Medical of Tokyo. When the monographs are all distributed, 
they will be pulled together into a hard back book . I know you 
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